
Price: US$400.00 
per annum (VAT inclusive).  

Each applicant must submit the following in 
order to complete the application process for 
approval by the Board of Directors:

Completed Application Form;
Company Profile;
Certificate of Incorporation;
Notice of Directors;
Reference letter from your local bank. (This 
letter must state that the company is in good 
financial standing).
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2.
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4.
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Application Process / Criteria:

Benefits of
Joining the TTMA:

Additional Services:
Market Access:

Strong interface with regulatory entities 
in the industry allows the TTMA to 
address any market access challenges 
in Trinidad and Tobago

Event Management:

The TTMA can facilitate a number of 
events such as:

Product launch
Seminar
Webinar
Networking session

Market Expansion (facilitation of 
Inward/Outward Trade Missions):

Members that seek aid in increasing 
their market share, have the ability to 
participate in both virtual and physical 
trade missions

Forceful Advocacy: 
Trade Agreements;
Export related information; 
Custom and Excise;
Legislation;
Illicit Trade

TTMA Member Database:
Members are able to access the most 
recent membership listing which includes 
companies’ name, sector, and product/-
service, as well as, contact information for 
companies’ key representative

Data Analytics:
Members have access to information on 
market intelligence and Import and 
export statistics

As the TTMA seek to build economic relations 
with our neighboring countries within CAR-
ICOM and by extension the international 
market, we recognise an opportunity for orga-
nizations to create unique synergies with one 
another, in both the private and public 
domain, to achieve sustainable economic 
growth. As a result, the TTMA is inviting YOU 
to be a part of our association and take advan-
tage of unique relationship the TTMA has with 
entities in both the public and private sector. 

This includes marketing of your event, 
coordination of logistics at the venue before 
and after function, Special invitation to 
Minister/ Diplomatic corps, etc.  The TTMA 
secretariat will also assist in the coordina-
tion  of the event on the day.
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